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ABSTRACT
FreeBank is a fully decentralized digital currency with unlimited transaction throughput and near
instantaneous transaction execution times. It solves blockchain's vexing problem of scalability by
recognizing that a Nash equilibrium of exchange rates is created when users manage their own
personal currencies.
FreeBank allows each user to maintain sovereignty over their own personal blockchain. This
blockchain records the user's transaction data trail. The personal care that a user employs in order
to maintain a currency free of inflation (including arbitrary double spends) is reflected in the
value of their exchange rate. In effect, a person's exchange rate becomes their reputation. A well
established reputation makes interest free p2p lending a possibility.
No central authority (or central blockchain) is ever required for two FreeBank users to transact
because exchange rates are determined autonomously using a Nash equilibrium. This Nash
equilibrium dictates that a user obtains the highest payoff when attempting to maintain a currency
value at par with everyone else. This tendency for FreeBank currencies to approach parity with
one another also encourages Pareto efficiency1 in the money supply.
In addition to solving issues with scalability and transaction speed this approach seems to solve
some very pressing issues with market failures including issues with social equality and
sustainability. These benefits seem to stem from a new ethic of personal sovereignty revealed by a
fully decentralized currency system.

INTRODUCTION
For our entire lives, our money has not been our own. The assets most people own in the late
post-modern world are chiefly valued in fiat currency. However, since its inception in January
2009, Bitcoin has begun to prove decentralized, blockchain based coins, tokens and databases are
ten orders of magnitude better than fiat currency for resisting inflation and ‘democratizing’
money by meeting many of the extremely diverse (trustless) transaction needs of digital society. i
However, in Bitcoin there remains a serious problem with creeping centralization, therefore
Bitcoin is not ‘bona fide decentralized’ money.

1‘An allocation is Pareto efficient if there is no other allocation in which some other individual is better

off and no individual is worse off.’ See “Pareto efficiency” U of T: economics
https://www.economics.utoronto.ca/osborne/2x3/tutorial/PE.HTM (accessed February 12, 2018).
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‘The blockchain stands hollow without our souls attached.’
Eric Voorhees2

THE FREEBANK VISION
The FreeBank vision maintains every hand can hold the computer that frees their life to
financially interconnect with every other life (by mutual consent) at will, without intermediaries
or transaction delay and virtually without cost. In circumventing the need for scalability,
FreeBank is a global system - or an agreement between just two people.

ESCAPING THE RULES OF THE SANDBOX
‘Sandbox' Defined
We define ‘sandbox’ as the designer’s vision – and their bias – as it influences the character and
efficacy of the relationship generated among the user base and with the world in general.
‘Sandbox’ indicates the operating environment’s separateness from reality. We define ‘reality’ as
‘something which exists independently of ideas concerning it’.3 A sandbox environment
constrains the operating environment of all cryptocurrencies. They are the parameters ‘baked into’
the design of any decentralized money, token or database.
‘Scalability’ Is A Red Herring
Ostensibly the difficulties of scaling cryptocurrency attribute to an expanding user base – a coin
might be expected to accommodate all comers. In the Bitcoin example the 1mb block limit has
steadily increased average block times and fees, making it more expensive and less convenient to
use. A singular characteristic has been the fractiousness of the Bitcoin scaling debate; opinions
diverge sharply on how the problem might be solved. We suggest however that these debates are
ultimately beside the point, and that scaling at a critical point always becomes a ‘red herring’. 4
The ‘Diminishing Point’
We submit that at a critical point, which all digital coins cross, precisely the opposite to the
creative potential of decentralized money is reached. The ‘diminishing point’ is crossed when a
coin scales sufficient to begin contravening its stated purpose. The Bitcoin community often
interprets ‘scaling’ to mean more transactions per second, 5 while ‘sidechains’ can be programmed
to do any variety of specific desired tasks with Bitcoin acting as a central hub. 6 However in
solving the problem of throughput Bitcoin becomes increasingly centralized even though
centralization is the problem Bitcoin was trying to solve. 7 Hence, Bitcoin crosses the diminishing
point.

2Eric Voorhees, “Thoughts On Segwit2mb,” Money and State (blog), June 2017, accessed July 1,
2017, http://moneyandstate.com/thoughts-on-segwit2mb/.
3“Reality,” Dictionary.com, http://www.dictionary.com/browse/reality (accessed February 12, 2018).

4Andreas Antonopoulos appears to share this point of view: Andreas Antonopoulos,
“Bitcoin QandA: Scaling and the block size debate,” (video), accessed October 24,
2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IT4s-6T__k.
5“The War Between Segwit vs. BIP148 vs. Bitcoin Unlimited, Explained,”
Investopedia, https://www.investopedia.com/news/war-between-segwit-vs-bip148-vs-bitcoin-unlimitedexplained/ (accessed February 12, 2018).
6Richard Gendal Brown, “A SIMPLE EXPLANATION OF BITCOIN “SIDECHAINS”,” Thoughts on the
future of finance, https://gendal.me/2014/10/26/a-simple-explanation-of-bitcoin-sidechains/ (accessed
February 12, 2018).
7“Most Cryptocurrencies Are More Centralized Than You Think,” Altcoin
Today, http://www.altcointoday.com/cryptocurrencies-centralized-think/ (accessed February 12, 2018).
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Fig 1 Bitcoin acts as the main trunk with multiple sidechains connecting to it. Each sidechain
uses the central Bitcoin legacy chain as a mediator to exchange tokens with other sidechains. This
offers scalability and flexibility at the cost of centralization. Scalability issues are about
transaction throughput; Bitcoin began with a transaction limit of 3 per second for example.
(footnote) Centralization is what Bitcoin was purposed to correct, yet modifying Bitcoin to scale
larger causes it to resemble the problem it was originally designed to solve. 8
EGO
Satoshi Nakamoto’s apparent terror of the CIA notwithstanding, 9 the anonymity of the Bitcoin
founder has unforeseen evolutionary importance. Satoshi seemed to know instinctively that ego –
self-interest - has no place in decentralized power centers, and that the only way great
decentralized power can function justly is to be totally disengaged, in fact, non existent. FreeBank
suggests Bitcoin does not go far enough, that in fact the main trunk of the blockchain must be
non-existent.

EQUILIBRIUM
True decentralization does not use a central hub to link together all related blockchains. Instead
coherency is maintained between individual blockchains using a Nash equilibrium. In this way
allowing each FreeBank participant to create their own unique, yet fungible currency circumvents
scaling issues and effectively achieves limitless scaling.
A Nash equilibrium causes the exchange rates to continuously converge towards parity with one
another. Any cryptocurrency, which relies on a single, universal blockchain will cross a
diminishing point as it attempts to scale. Unless there is no central hub, the problem of growing
centralization will always occur.

8 Kyle Torpey, “Bitcoin is Closing in On Its Transaction Capacity Limit, For Real This Time,”
CoinJournal, https://coinjournal.net/bitcoin-closing-transaction-capacity-limit-real-time/ (accessed
February 12, 2018).
9 “Satoshi dumped Bitcoin right after Gavin announced he was going to the CIA.,” Bitcoin
Forum, https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=113609.0 (accessed February 12, 2018).
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Fig. 2 The FreeBank Equilibrium allows sidechains to exchange tokens directly through an
equilibrium of exchange rates. Each blockchain is a sovereign entity that creates it's own unique
currency. The FreeBank equilibrium is a natural mathematical relationship which can be
calculated independently among sovereign 'sidechains'. This enables unlimited scalability without
centralization.

THE SOVEREIGN INDIVIDUAL
Within living memory Western life worked better for the common person; in 1965 weekly
groceries for a family of five cost about $20, including a nice cut of beef. It was readily possible
to get a job in a local factory on the strength of a high school diploma alone and be hired full time
with benefits, earning enough within perhaps five years to buy a home and a brand new car.
Many expected to keep their job for 30 years or more and look forward to a pension upon
retirement.
This is unquestionably not the case today. The consumer lifestyle that means so much not only to
Westerners but increasingly the world at large is now passing into the realm of unaffordability for
common people; the word ‘disenfranchised’ is starting to include nearly everyone. Is the goal of
life to pay interest on debt or is it something else? More and more, debt appears to be consuming
the lives of the middle class and the nations in which they live. The antidote to debt and the
disenfranchisement it brings is Sovereignty. 10

Definition of Sovereignty.
Sovereignty is immunity from bank debt. Debt is the shackles that leach away people’s ability to
grow financially. This includes credit card debt, automobile and education loans or mortgages, to
name obvious examples. Sovereignty arises from owning a personal blockchain, the immutable
proof of one’s interaction with society. If bank debt is the mechanism by which others are able to
stake a claim over another person, then Sovereignty is the space a FreeBank user creates for
themselves over which others cannot stake claim. This is accomplished using a peer – to – peer
lending system, which uses personal reputation as the money motivator instead of interest and
inflation.

10‘Sovereignty’ is capitalized to denote its special status in the FreeBank system
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The Sovereign Blockchain
With FreeBank, each individual user maintains autonomy over his or her own personal
blockchain. Tokens stored on a personal blockchain are traded with other blockchains using an
equilibrium of exchange rates. Each individual that participates in a transaction will carry an
identical copy of the transaction block. Within FreeBank, a single transaction is used to compose
a single transaction block. When two parties transact, the block they create is added to the end of
their prospective blockchains immediately, without delay.

Fig. 3 With FreeBank, each individual maintains autonomy over his or her own personal
blockchain. Tokens stored on a personal blockchain are traded with other blockchains using an
equilibrium of exchange rates. Each individual that participates in a transaction will carry an
identical copy of the transaction block.

Bona Fide Decentralized Money Can’t be Stolen.
A FreeBank blockchain only bears intrinsic value to its owner. This value is conferred to its
owner as reputation. The sovereign blockchain carries the immutable record of its owner’s past
transactions and enables proof of reputation. The value remains unusable to any entity desiring to
steal it.

A 21st Century Ethic
Regarding the scalability of digital coins, (and for many things in the coming years) people will
no longer ask ‘how is it possible for the universe to be limitless?’ as much as they will wonder
‘how can I be certain that I will remain limitless?’

THE LAW OF THE SANDBOX
Limitlessness implies there will always be an inexorable pull to escape a fixed interpretation of
reality; therefore the sandbox will always be superseded by the possibility of reality.
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ACHIEIVING EQUILIBRIUM

Fig 4 A transaction analysis of Bob reveals deposits totaling $700 from sovereign individuals 11,
12, 13 and 14. Likewise transaction analysis for Sam shows money sent to sovereign individuals
7,8,9 and 11. If each analyzes the other’s income and expense flow, their independent analyses
would reveal similar bidirectional and/or unidirectional currency flows specifically between Bob
and Sam. FreeBank affords the user greater awareness of how and where money flows in their
community. In figure 4, Bob wants to buy something from Sam. Sam needs to know where Bob
received his money to ensure it’s not counterfeit. Likewise, Bob needs to know Sam will keep
money and jobs in Bob’s local economy.

Fig. 5 Before Bob and Sam exchange money, they exchange personal blockchain ledgers – their
transaction histories. Each time users exchange blockchain data they gain more information about
their local economy, making it progressively easier for Bob to cross check Sam’s shared
information and vice versa. A regular member of a community would find it difficult or
impossible to lie about their transaction history.
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Fig. 6 After exchanging blockchain data Bob is able to confirm that $50 dollars of his income
originated from Sam. Likewise, Sam is able to confirm at least $50 of Bob's money is real since it
was at one point Sam's own money.

Fig. 7 A user's graph becomes more expansive with each exchange. The more work Bob is willing
to invest in analyzing his transaction data, the more trusted the data becomes while at the same
time providing increasingly valuable business advice. This replaces the Bitcoin 'Proof of Work'.
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Fig. 8 A more complete graph includes transaction information involving multiple local
blockchains. In this hypothetical example, all parties began with a zero balance. During the time
interval depicted by the graph, Sam has sent $500 to Sovereign Individual '9' and has also
received $450 from Sovereign Individuals '1', '2', and '3'. Additionally, Bob is able to use this
shared information to confirm that $50 of his income originated from Sam through Sovereign
Individual '11'.
We can also observe that:
$350 of Bob's income/expenses is cyclical. (Green)
$350 of Bob's income originates from non-cyclical TX (Black)
$300 of Bob's expenses are non-cyclical. (Red)
Bob's net balance is $50 before executing a $50 transaction with Sam.
$500 of Sam's money is cyclical (Green)
$450 of Sam's income originates from non-cyclical TX (Black)
$500 of Sam's money is spent on non-cyclical TX (Red)
Sam's net balance is -$50 before executing a $50 transaction with Bob.
Bob uses this information to calculate an exchange rate with Sam. Although Bob is free to
employ any strategy he likes when calculating this exchange he must consider the rate he offers
Sam must be fair or Sam will refuse the transaction.
The competitive strategy with the highest payoff for Bob creates Nash equilibrium with Sam's
own strategy and brings both Bob and Sam's currency exchange rate closer to par value with
everyone else. This strategy is best because a currency with a stable value has the greatest utility,
rendering efforts to manipulate an exchange rate easily detectable – red flagging and therefore
harming the manipulator's reputation.
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Calculating an optimal exchange rate approaching Nash equilibrium
A sovereign individual's exchange rate is governed by supply and demand. If demand for a
sovereign currency increases, it will go up in value. Likewise if there are too many coins
available the price will go down. Purchasing power is based on individual productivity.
The first step in calculating an appropriate exchange rate is to remove all cyclical transactions
from Bob and Sam's transaction graph. Cyclical transactions represent stable currency circuits: if
all transactions are purely cyclical then exchange rates would be unnecessary and all money
would be valued at par. An example of a purely cyclical transaction circuit would be if Sam buys
something from Bob for $10 and Bob buys something from Sam for $10.
With all cyclical components to the transaction graph removed, only acyclical transactions
remain. Acyclical transactions do not provide economic reciprocation and so precipitate currency
supply/demand and exchange rate fluctuation.

Fig. 9 Figure eight depicts a single time interval. If we assume that during the next time interval
a similar set of acyclical transactions will occur (with different users) we can predict Bob will
accumulate an additional $50 of surplus currency. Likewise Sam will incur an additional deficit
of $50.
If Bob continues to accumulate excess currency his exchange rate would need to decrease until
the inflow of currency equaled outflow. Therefore:
Bob's Exchange Rate = Outflow/Inflow
86% = 300/350
Likewise, Sam's exchange rate would be calculated as:
111% = 500/450
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If the proposed transaction has price of $50 then, according to Bob's proposed exchange rate, the
transaction price would be 50/86% = $58.14 (i.e. $58.14 of Bob's currency would equal $50 at
par value) or, according to Sam's exchange rate, the price would be: 50x111% = $55.50 ($50 of
Sam's currency is worth $55.5 at par value) If Sam demands 55.50 or 58.14 then he would put
himself in a position where his exchange would now be depreciated below parity. Such
pronounced swings in his exchange rate cause instability and economic harm to him in the form
unstable prices. It's better for Sam to choose parity.
Note however that Bob and Sam share a cyclical transaction volume of $50 for the given time
interval. If they both agreed to transact at the stated par value of $50 for the proposed transaction
then they would both be improving their currency's exchange rate stability as calculated by others
in subsequent transactions. If the calculated exchange rate disparity was the result of random
economic fluctuations then it could very well be the case that during their next transaction Sam is
the one with the depreciated rate. Co-operatively working together to stabilize each others
exchange rate confers greater utility to the co-operating parties then to choose not to cooperation
and suffer currency instability.
With regards to Bob and Sam, if after a enough time it becomes apparent that the exchange rate is
the result of an on going currency issue then an exchange rate adjustment would be warranted.
This adjustment ensures that any advantage Bob gains from Sam choosing to grant a favorable
exchange rate is a short-lived benefit, which Sam may choose to reclaim through future exchange
rate adjustments.
An analysis of the decision set using game theory shows that choosing to cooperate and
benefiting from the resulting stability provides a higher payoff then choosing to compete. For this
reason there is a tendency for all to converge on to a par value of 1.
All FreeBank users would be faced with a similar choice to either co-operate and gain stability or
compete and lose stability. Choosing to cooperate also confers advantages equivalent to receiving
interest free microloans and enhanced business liquidity.
For a project needing sophisticated long-term financial commitment an algorithm could be
developed which all interested partners have the option of using. Examples of applications
include housing projects and health insurance.

Attack and Defense Scenarios
The Double Spend Attack
Provision to protect against double-spend and Sybil attacks is unnecessary when using FreeBank;
Nash equilibrium protects against both. The FreeBank/Nash equilibrium also negates several
types of purely economic attacks not addressed by any other currency in the world today, attacks
such as trade wars or manipulation of smaller businesses (and especially whole populations) by
big money and big data.
A FreeBank transaction does not include any type of third party confirmation, therefore executing
a double spend is trivial within FreeBank. However, keeping this double spend a secret is difficult
in the short term, and either impossible in the long run or completely irrelevant! As FreeBank is
fundamentally a reputation system, bad behavior would destroy the reputation of the perpetrator
and all tokens along with it. Double spend and Sybil attacks are self-defeating.
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Nevertheless, executing a double spend would be as simple as dialing back a transaction history
by removing the most recent spend from the blockchain, then executing a new spend with the
same tokens but with a different party. Provided that the new counterparty does not happen to
share transaction information with any other party who may have a record of the conflicting block
(which the double spender has deleted), the deception would appear to succeed.
However, FreeBank always shares transaction data while searching for cyclical transaction paths.
Consequently if any money from the double-spend cycles back to the user being ‘deceived’, the
deception will be routinely discovered and the perpetrator's reputation will be destroyed along
with the value of their currency.
Notably if a malicious user actually succeeded in the long term with a double spend, the effect of
this double spend would be the same as if he had not executed any double spend at all! This is
because the only condition in which a double spend can succeed is in the special case where the
money from at least one of these spends goes to an isolated economy that never recirculates
money back to the original double spender's economy.

The value of money remains consistent
If money never recirculates back to it's creator, a special condition is created where the receiver
experiences a brief episode of inflation and the spender experiences no change at all. Under these
same conditions but without the double spend, the receiver still experiences the same episode of
inflation but now the spender will experience a brief episode of deflation exactly equal to the
amount of money he would have double spent. This deflation would adjust his worth to be the
same as if he had in fact executed a successful double spend and experienced no deflation.
In this way we can see that although money may be created or destroyed, the underlying value it
represents cannot be altered. This is further supported by the fact that the optimum game strategy
is to try to maintain a stable exchange rate in order to maximize the tokens utility for
communicating value.

FreeBank immunity to the double-spend attack in depth
What is the affect of arbitrarily increasing a sovereign individual's money supply as in the case of
a double-spend?
Within FreeBank, the private economy of a sovereign individual can be defined as the organic
inflow and outflow of goods and services moving to and from the sovereign individual's
economy. This is the individual's trade balance. Therefore:
Let the trade balance be 'B' and
Let the value of the goods and services a sovereign individual sells during a given time interval
be 'G-sold'
Let the value of the goods and services a sovereign individual purchases during a given time
interval be 'G-purchased'
Therefore:
B = G-sold - G-purchased

(1)

If we assume there is an equilibrium of inflow vs outflow over a given time interval then:
G-sold = G-purchased
(2)
And:
B = G-sold - G-purchased = 0 (3)
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This represents the optimum scenario where trade between the sovereign individual and the
general economy is a balanced exchange of value. (It is assumed that an economy does not prefer
to trade with an individual who takes more than they give.)
In order to facilitate this organic exchange of goods and services we use money to represent the
value. In the case of FreeBank where the sovereign individual has the ability to create (and
destroy) their own money, care must be taken to ensure their money supply correctly reflects this
exchange of value. Maintaining a stable average trade balance over time does this.
At any moment, 'B' is simply the balance of tokens in an individual's account. However, for a
given interval of time, it can also be calculated by taking the total number of tokens earned (Tearned), minus the total number of tokens spent (T-spent).
B = (T-earned) - (T-spent)

(4)

The values presented by Eq-4 are only meaningful to the sovereign individual (owing to the fact
that everyone's exchange rate is relative and continuously changing). If we let 'r' represent a
hypothetical exchange rate calculated as the average exchange rate of everyone in the general
economy relative to the sovereign individual, we can equate the amount of tokens exchanged
(either T-earned or T-spent) to the value of goods and services exchanged relative to the general
economy. Therefore:
r(T-earned) = G-sold
T-earned = G-sold/r

(5)
(6)

(T-spent)/r = G-purchased
T-spent = r(G-purchased)

(7)
(8)

and:

Therefore, using Eq-6 and Eq-8 for substitution into Eq-4 we get:
B = G-sold/r - r(G-purchased) (9)
But remember:
B = G-sold - G-purchased

(1)

The difference between Eq-1 and Eq-9 is that Eq-1 represents value relative to the private
economy of the individual and Eq-9 represents value relative to the general economy that
includes everyone else. The only way these two equations can be reconciled is if r = 1. This is the
exchange rate at par. The further away from parity, the more chaotic and risky the economy
becomes as these two equations, Eq-1 and Eq-9, continue to try to reconcile. N.B. only the user
who choses to engage in reckless financial behavior would experience chaotic fluctuations. This
is in contrast to Bitcoin where price fluctuations impact the entire currency. Unlike Bitcoin the
FreeBank user is in complete control of the financial decisions that impact the value of their
personal currency. To get the greatest utility from FreeBank the sovereign individual needs to
target a persistent exchange rate. In an ever-changing economy the simplest way is to target the
average exchange rate. This can only be done by also targeting a consistent trade balance. Since
this strategy provides the highest payoff by conferring the most utility to the money supply, the
effect of everyone employing this strategy is that there is a persistent tendency for exchange rates
to want to converge to parity with one another.
Therefore, although an individual is always free to arbitrarily create their own tokens and even
engage in double spends, the impact of this behavior on their personal exchange rate and
reputation makes it unprofitable to do so.
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‘Arbitrary’ creation of money is a perturbation in exchange rates
The only perturbation in the drift toward parity is the occurrence of acyclical transactions and the
arbitrary creation of money. Arbitrarily creating money distorts the trade balance, which in turn
depreciates the sovereign individual's exchange rate until the imbalance is corrected.

Honesty Is The Only Profitable Way To Use FreeBank
Creating money without value to back it up will harm user, regardless of how that money is
created. This includes double spending and Sybil attacks.

Conclusion
FreeBank solves the problem of blockchain scalability by using a Nash equilibrium to resolve
currency exchange rates among a plurality of sovereign blockchains. This is a fully decentralized
solution which provides limitless scalability and near instantaneous transaction execution speed.
Surprisingly, in adopting this approach many other benefits are realized. These include price
stability and sovereignty over one's personal data. This methodology also confers enhanced
liquidity and reduced market risk to it's users. These market enhancing properties are expected to
confer a competitive advantage to FreeBank users over non-users. For this reason we expect this
technology to enjoy rapid adoption.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.freebank.co
info@freebank.co

iAppendices
Some relevant points on why Bitcoin might be ten orders of magnitude better than fiat currency: 1. Bitcoin initially was
a quick and relatively cheap way to remit money across the world, but remittance costs are increasing. 2. It’s fairly democratic —
the open source quality may facilitate a lot of schisms through hard-forks or new networks (e.g., Bitcoin Cash), but it nonetheless
means that anyone can develop software that isn’t merely a ‘veneer’ of money/finance (e.g., an accounting program). Instead the
Bitcoin software itself can be productive and bear value (from a Smithian/Ricardian/Marxist framework of value); and 3. The
initial protocol has interestingly opened up endless ontological questions about economics and the ‘economy’. It’s the only
experiment that started completely outside the current global financial system and has managed to offer potentially global-scale
alternatives to centralized, state-issued currencies. The political implications of this, if mobilized, could potentially reshape how
we live our lives. From Bitcoin to other projects like Bail bloc to Provenance to Plantoid Bitcoin has incited more creativity and
across all industries, sectors, and communities in such a transformative/generative way. For every benefit of Bitcoin, there are as
many, if not more, challenges/pitfalls to overcome, likely to be expected with an experiment of this magnitude.

